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The dissociative chemisorption of nitrogen on the Ru~101̄0! surface has been studied using
high-resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy~HREELS!, thermal desorption spectroscopy
~TDS! and low-energy electron diffraction~LEED!. To prepare a surface covered by atomic
nitrogen we have used ionization-gauge assisted adsorption. A saturation coverage ofuN50.6 is
achieved of which about 30% is in the subsurface region. At saturation coverage a (2 1

21 1) LEED
pattern is observed. Then i(Ru–N) mode at 41 meV and then'(Ru–N) mode at 60 meV are
identified. Upon exposing the nitrogen covered surface to hydrogen at 300 K we have observed the
formation of NH3 which is characterized by its symmetric bending modeds(NH3) at 149 meV. At
400 K, NH3 could not be detected. The reaction intermediate NH is stable up to 450 K and has been
identified by its vibrational lossesn~Ru–NH! at 86 meV, andn~N–H! at 408 meV. The TD spectra
of mass 14 show three desorption states of nitrogen, Na at 740 K~from subsurface N!, Nb shifting
from 690 to 640 K with increasing coverage, and Ng at 550 K. The activation energy for desorption
via the Nb state is 120610 kJ/mol. The TD spectra of mass two showed three desorption states at
450, 550, and 650 K due to the decomposition of NHx . © 1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~97!01220-8#

I. INTRODUCTION

The synthesis of ammonia from nitrogen and hydrogen
on iron catalysts~the Haber–Bosch process! is a very impor-
tant industrial catalytic process. The underlying reaction
mechanism consists of the dissociative chemisorption of N2

followed by hydrogenation of N on the surface.1,2 There has
been a continuous interest in ammonia synthesis on transi-
tion metal surfaces in order to elucidate the catalyst’s influ-
ence on the reaction pathway. Several groups have studied
Ru catalysts which may replace Fe as the catalyst for ammo-
nia synthesis.3–5 The reaction mechanism of the Ru-based
catalyst is not yet completely established, and it is our aim to
contribute to a better understanding of the processes in-
volved. The first step of ammonia synthesis is the dissocia-
tive adsorption of nitrogen for which the initial sticking co-
efficient, s0 , was found to be extremely low at room
temperature (s051310212) and independent of surface ori-
entation on Ru~0001!, Ru~101̄0!, and Ru~112̄1!.6 The next
step of the reaction, the hydrogenation of chemisorbed
atomic nitrogen, has been studied by Shiet al.on Ru~0001!.7

Chemisorbed atomic nitrogen on a Ru surface can be
prepared by electron bombardment,8,9 by plasma discharge10

of molecular nitrogen, by high doses of nitrogen with the
ionization gauge switched on,6 by dosing extremely high
doses of molecular nitrogen,6 or by dissociation of NH3,

8,11

N2H4,
12 or NO.13–15We choose ionization-gauge assisted ad-

sorption since this method produces a very clean nitrogen
layer, and no NHx species are involved in or left over from
the production of the adlayer as may be the case for the
decomposition of NH3 or N2H4. With this method we were
able to monitor the synthesis of NH, NH2, and NH3. The
direct formation of NHx in a surface reaction between ad-

sorbed nitrogen and hydrogen has been reported previously
only for Ru~0001!.7

To identify different NHx species adsorbed on the
Ru~101̄0! surface, we make use of the existing data on the
interaction of NH3 with Ru~0001! and Ru~112̄1!. The char-
acteristic feature of a HREEL spectrum of NH3 absorbed on
Ru~0001! or Ru~112̄1! is the umbrella mode at 144 meV16–18

in the low-coverage limit. Ammonia is stable up to 300 K on
Ru~0001!7 and up to 310 K on Ru~112̄1!.17 The reaction
intermediates NH and NH2 were monitored on Ru~0001! and
on Ru~112̄1!. The vibrational characteristics of NH chemi-
sorbed on Ru~0001! are the three lossesn~Ru–NH!, d~NH!,
and n~N–H! at 86, 166, and 410 meV, respectively. About
the same frequencies were found for Ru~112̄1!. NH2 was
identified on Ru~112̄1! by thed(NH2) mode at 189 meV and
the na(N–H) mode at 419 meV. Recently, LEED intensity
analysis of the 232 and ()3))R30° structures has
shown that atomic nitrogen adsorbs at the Ru~0001! hcp
three fold-hollow sites.19

Here we report on the adsorption of nitrogen on
Ru~101̄0! at different surface temperatures. At 300 K we
monitored the formation of NH3 and NH; at 450 K only NH
was synthesized. Part of the adsorbed nitrogen diffuses into
the subsurface region.

II. EXPERIMENTS

The experiments were carried out in an ultrahigh
vacuum ~UHV! apparatus with a base pressure of 1
310211 mbar. The apparatus consisted of two chambers: the
upper chamber contained an argon ion gun, a quadrupole
mass spectrometer, and a LEED optics; the lower chamber
housed a high-resolution electron energy loss spectrometer
~HREELS! for recording vibrational spectra. The two cham-
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bers were separated by a valve in order to keep the lower
chamber at a pressure of 3310211 mbar during preparation
of the sample in the upper chamber. The HREEL spectrom-
eter was developed and mounted in the laboratory of Ibach.20

HREEL spectra were taken at a 60° angle of incidence with
respect to the surface normal and in specular geometry. The
primary energy was 2.5 eV and the energy resolution was set
to 3.4 meV. Typically, count rates in the elastic peak of
about 33105 counts/s were achieved. The typical working
pressure after large N2 doses was 1310210 mbar.

The mass spectrometer was used to perform TDS mea-
surements with a heating rate of 3 K s21. For this purpose the
sample was positioned in front of a short stainless-steel tube
with a diameter of about the sample size so that the ionizer
of the mass spectrometer accepted molecules only after de-
sorption from the sample surface. The signals form/e ratios
of 2, 14, 17, and 28 were recorded quasi-simultaneously to
follow the desorption of hydrogen, nitrogen, ammonia, and
CO. The cracking pattern of N2 and CO differ for mass 14
and, therefore, allow CO and N2 desorption to be distin-
guished. The Ru~101̄0! single crystal was clamped between
W wires and heated by electron bombardment from the back-
side. The crystal temperature was measured using a Ni–
Cr/Ni thermocouple spot welded to the upper edge of the
sample. Cleaning of the surface was achieved by repeated
cycles of sputtering and annealing to 1570 K. The cleanli-
ness of the surface was verified by LEED and HREELS. The
purity of the N2 was 99.9999%. We used a stainless steel
UHV inlet system and avoided reduction valves for the sake
of cleanliness. The N2 exposures were performed at partial
pressures of (5–10)31025 mbar. The gas doses are given
in units of Langmuir (1 Langmuir51.3331026 mbar s).
Coverages are given relative to the number of substrate sur-
face atoms throughout the paper.

III. RESULTS

A. HREELS

Previously, we have shown that the initial sticking coef-
ficient for the dissociative adsorption of N2 on Ru single
crystal surfaces at 300 K is onlys051310212.6 Therefore,
in order to prepare high coverages of chemisorbed atomic
nitrogen, we exposed the surface to high doses of nitrogen
with the ionization gauge switched on.6,21

Figure 1 shows a series of HREEL spectra recorded after
exposing the surface to various amounts of N2. Before the
nitrogen was dosed, the sample was always cleaned by an-
nealing to 1070 K in an oxygen pressure of 231028 mbar
for 120 s followed by two annealing cycles to 1570 K to
remove the oxygen. The cleanliness was then verified with
HREELS. For all exposures the pressure was kept at 6
31025 mbar. During exposure the ionization gauge was
switched on and the sample temperature was kept at 450 K to
minimize the adsorption of residual gases such as hydrogen
or CO. The HREEL spectra in Fig. 1 are dominated by two
losses at 41 and 60 meV, which gain intensity simulta-
neously with increasing coverage. We attribute both features
to chemisorbed atomic nitrogen. Since the two losses at 41

and 60 meV always appear and disappear together~upon
annealing, Fig. 2!, it is rather unlikely that they belong to
two different surface species. On Ru~0001!, N atoms adsorb
in hcp threefold-hollow sites.19 The Ru~101̄0! surface has
two different threefold-hollow sites, one fcc like and one hcp
like, as shown in Fig. 8 below, which are tilted by 20° with
respect to the surface plane of the unrelaxed surface. It is
very likely that the chemisorbed nitrogen atom is also tilted
with respect to the Ru~101̄0! surface in order to achieve
equal bond lengths to its three Ru neighbors. By this tilt the
dipole moment of the frustrated translation parallel to the
surface gets a component in the direction of the surface nor-
mal and, therefore, becomes dipole active. On the basis of
this argument we assign the loss at 41 meV to the
n i(Ru–N) vibration and the loss at 60 meV to the
n'(Ru–N) vibration of nitrogen adsorbed in the hcp
threefold-hollow like site. The assignment of the two modes
parallel and perpendicular to the surface is further confirmed
by a nearest-neighbor force constant model.22 Assuming that
nitrogen adsorbs on Ru~101̄0! as on Ru~0001!, i.e., in a
threefold-hollow site and at the same distance above the sur-
face, all parameters needed to calculate the ratio between the
frequency perpendicular and parallel to the surface are
known. From this analysis a frequency forn i(Ru–N) of 42
meV is derived which strongly supports the proposed ad-
sorption site.

The two losses at 88 and 409 meV in the spectra shown
in Fig. 1 are easily identified. Since the vibration at 409 meV

FIG. 1. HREEL spectra for a series of nitrogen exposures on Ru~101̄0! at
450 K. The N2 exposures are indicated in the plot. The primary energy of
the electrons was 2.5 eV and all spectra were recorded in specular geometry
with an angle of incidence of 60° with respect to the surface normal.
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is a very characteristic feature of then~N–H! vibration, we
conclude that NH is present on the surface. By comparison
with the vibrational energies ofn~Ru–NH! on Ru~0001! ~85
meV! and on Ru~112̄1! ~84 and 89 meV! we assign the loss
at 88 meV to then~Ru–NH! mode. Thed~NH! mode which
is expected at 166 meV is not observed, thus indicating that
NH is adsorbed in an upright geometry.12 Note that the in-
tensities of the NH related modes do not systematically in-
crease with nitrogen coverage. At low exposures~1.63105

and 3.23105 L! contamination by CO gives rise to the
n~Ru–CO! vibration at 55 meV and then~C–O! vibration at
243 meV. At higher exposures of N2 no contamination of CO
is detected; hence, during dissociative chemisorption of N2,
CO is removed from the surface. A further contamination,
which only appears in the spectra recorded after exposing the
surface to 1.63105 L, can be identified as CH with the
n~C–H! vibration at 360 meV.

The loss at 200 meV remains to be identified. A loss
with this energy is most likely to originate from an internal
vibration of an adsorbed molecule. The loss energy is similar
to that corresponding to thed(NH2) mode, which is found at
189 meV on Ru~112̄1!17 and at 196 meV on Ru~0001!.12

Three other losses are expected with the appearance of
NH2; then(Ru–NH2) mode at 64 meV, thens(N–H) mode
at 408 meV, and thena(N–H) mode at 419 meV. The
n(Ru–NH2) at 64 meV may be hidden by then~Ru–N!
mode. The two high-energy losses, especially thena(N–H)
mode, appear only with a very weak intensity on Ru~112̄1!.
The intensity of thena(N–H) mode is found to be about ten

times smaller than the intensity of thed(NH2) mode. In Fig.
1 no loss is visible at 419 meV, but the amount of NH2 may
be so small that thena(N–H) mode does not emerge from
the noise. The spectra in Fig. 2 indicate that the loss at 200
meV is visible up to temperatures of 590 K.

Figure 2 shows the HREEL spectrum after dosing 9.5
3105 L N2 at 450 K and after subsequent annealing to the
indicated temperatures. The two nitrogen related modes dis-
appear simultaneously upon annealing; at 630 K they have
almost disappeared.

As seen in Fig. 1 the intensity of the NH related modes
does not systematically increase with the nitrogen exposure.
On Ru~0001! the synthesis of NH3 was found to be mainly
time dependent;7 exposing the nitrogen covered surface to
high doses of hydrogen did not increase the rate of the reac-
tion. If one expects the same reaction mechanism for
Ru~101̄0!, the amount of NH should increase with time and
thus with exposure. Fig. 2 shows that NH has decomposed at
470 K. This explains the scatter in the amount of NH on the
surface after adsorption at 450 K since close to the decom-
position temperature the amount of NH on the surface is
mainly governed by the decomposition and not by the syn-
thesis rate.

Figure 3 shows the HREEL spectrum recorded after ex-
posing the surface to 8.63106 L N2 with the ionization
gauge switched on while the sample was kept at 300 K, and
the spectra recorded after annealing to the indicated tempera-
tures. The dosing time was 4 h. The spectrum recorded di-
rectly after the nitrogen exposure shows two intense losses at
54 and 246 meV due to CO contamination. Then i(Ru–N)
mode at 41 meV is still visible, while then i(Ru–N) mode at
60 meV is hidden in the tail of then~Ru–CO! loss. As in the
spectra in Fig. 1 we can identify the NH related losses at 86
and 406 meV. In addition to the losses found in the spectra in
Fig. 1 we find another prominent loss at 149 meV. The um-
brella mode at 144 meV is found to be the most intense loss
of ammonia chemisorbed on Ru~0001! and Ru~112̄1!. By
analogy, we assign this loss to theds(NH3) mode of NH3.
The observation of ammonia after dosing nitrogen at a
sample temperature of 300 K proves that ammonia is readily

FIG. 2. HREEL spectrum of a nitrogen exposure of 9.53105 L on
Ru~101̄0! at 450 K and the spectra recorded after subsequent annealing to
the indicated temperatures. All other parameters are the same as for Fig. 1.

FIG. 3. HREEL spectra for a nitrogen exposure of 8.63105 L N2 on
Ru~101̄0! at 300 K followed by annealing to the indicated temperatures. All
other parameters are the same as for Fig. 1.
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synthesized. The same process was monitored on Ru~0001!.
A nitrogen covered surface was prepared at 420 K at which
temperature NH3 is not stable. Then the sample was kept at
300 K in a residual gas pressure of 1310210 mbar for 18 h.
Afterwards, NH3 was detected by HREELS. The intensities
of the ds(NH3) mode found after this preparation on
Ru~0001! and the intensity in Fig. 3 are about the same.
Comparing the time, elapsed between the cooling of the
Ru~0001! sample to room temperature and the detection of
NH3, with the dosing time on Ru~101̄0!, the synthesis of
ammonia appears to proceed faster on Ru~101̄0! than on
Ru~0001!. On the other hand, it may also be possible that an
apparent higher reaction rate is caused by a higher back-
ground pressure of hydrogen during the nitrogen exposure.
Other experiments on Ru~0001! showed that, after preparing
a nitrogen coverage ofuN50.13 and exposing the surface to
531026 mbar H2 for 43103 s at 300 K, a small amount of
ammonia was synthesized.7 Comparing the intensities of the
umbrella mode in Fig. 3 with the intensities found on
Ru~0001!,16 we estimated the ammonia coverage to be
uNH350.08. Annealing the sample to 400 K, the umbrella
mode disappears completely while the NH related losses
gain intensity. Since the decrease in intensity of the NH3

mode is accompanied by an increase in intensity of NH we
conclude that NH3 decomposes into NH and hydrogen. Due
to the partial desorption of the adsorbed CO, the CO vibra-
tions lose intensity. Further annealing to 470 K leads to the
complete desorption of CO, and to a substantial reduction of
NH accompanied by an increase in intensity of the nitrogen
related losses. Hence, we conclude that NH decomposes into
nitrogen and hydrogen. The loss at 198 meV emerges after
annealing to 400 K and gains a little intensity after annealing
to 470 K. At this temperature the intensity of then(N–H)
loss drops almost to zero.

B. Thermal desorption spectroscopy

Figure 4 shows the N2TD spectra for a series of nitrogen
exposures~the same as in Fig. 1! with the inset giving the
resulting nitrogen coverages as a function exposure. The
coverage after dosing 83105 L is the saturation coverage we
achieved at a sample temperature of 450 K. Doses up to 9
3106 L did not lead to a further increase in coverage. After
a dose of 1.63105 L N2, a desorption peak occurs at 690 K
which we call the Nb state. As the exposure is increased, the
desorption peaks shift to a lower temperature as expected for
second-order desorption. At higher exposures a small shoul-
der appears at 560 K, which we call the Ng state. With in-
creasing exposure the Na state also emerges on the high
temperature side of the Nb state. The way the Na state
emerges is rather unusual; although it is thermally more
stable than the Nb state it is not fully developed before the
Nb state is populated. This indicates that this state is popu-
lated only if the coverage of nitrogen on the surface is high,
and further that this state is then thermally more stable than
the Nb state. Two scenarios could generate such behavior:
~1! a reconstruction of the surface by the chemisorbed nitro-
gen, and/or~2! subsurface nitrogen. The proposition that the

desorbing nitrogen of the Na state originates from subsurface
is supported by the HREEL spectra shown in Fig. 2. The
nitrogen related losses of the saturation coverage have disap-
peared after annealing to 630 K. At this temperature only the
Nb and Ng states arising from saturation coverage~Fig. 4!
are removed. The Na state with its peak temperature at 740
K is most likely not affected by an annealing to 630 K. Since
we assume that this state is due to the desorption of nitrogen
from the subsurface region we do not expect to monitor the
n i(Ru–N) and thenv'(Ru–N) vibration after annealing to
630 K.

An analysis of the activation energy for the desorption of
the Nb state according to the Redhead model for second
order desorption,23 yields an activation energy ofEak5120
610 kJ/mol. To derive this value we had to assume that the
low coverage TD spectra contain no contribution of the sub-
surface Na state. Taking a contribution of this state into ac-
count would result in a slightly higher activation energy. On
Ru~0001!, Weinberg and Tsai24 derived a value ofEd

5184 kJ/mol, Shiet al.21 derived 190 kJ/mol, while Raus-
cheret al.12 found 112 and 120 kJ/mol by two different mod-
els.

The total nitrogen coverage was determined to beuN
50.660.08 by comparing the integrated mass 28 TD peak
resulting from a saturated monolayer of CO25 with that from
the highest nitrogen coverage we achieved. From this cover-
age calibration we can deduce the initial sticking coefficient
of the ionization-gauge assisted adsorption to be abouts0

FIG. 4. TD spectra of mass 14 for the series of nitrogen exposures as
indicated. The corresponding HREEL spectra are given in Fig. 1. The TD
spectra were recorded immediately after the HREEL spectra were taken.
The insert gives the coverage as a function of exposure.
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'131026. Since the adsorption is governed by the ioniza-
tion gauge-excited N2 the sticking coefficient depends some-
what on the position of the sample in the chamber relative to
the ionization gauge.

The TD spectra of mass 2~Fig. 5! were recorded simul-
taneously with the TD spectra of mass 14~Fig. 4!. The in-
crease in exposure does not lead to an increase in the amount
of desorbing hydrogen. Three different desorption states of
hydrogen can be distinguished, the Ha state with a peak tem-
perature of 650 K, the Hb state with a peak temperature of
550 K, and the Hg state at 450 K. The desorption of hydro-
gen from a surface covered by hydrogen only, is known to be
complete by 430 K.26 From the HREEL measurements~Fig.
2! we observe that NH is still detected at 450 K but decom-
poses upon annealing to 470 K. Hence we assign the Hg state
to the desorption of hydrogen from the decomposition of
NH. The amount of hydrogen that desorbs in the Hg state can
be estimated by comparison with the TD spectra of mass 28
~not shown here! taking into account the different ionization
probabilities of N2(1.0) and H2(0.44). This yields a hydro-
gen coverage in the Hg state ofuH50.06 when the surface is
saturated with nitrogen. The amount of hydrogen that des-
orbs from the Hb and the Ha state varies betweenuH
50.07 anduH50.11. Due to their high peak temperature,
the Hb and the Ha state can only be attributed to the decom-
position of an NHx species, or to hydrogen that originates
from coadsorbed nitrogen and hydrogen. In this coadsorbate
structure hydrogen has to be stabilized by nitrogen, since
hydrogen desorption is completed by 430 K.26 Such a stabi-

lization would be contradictory to the results of Seetset al.27

on Ru~0001!, who found that hydrogen is always destabi-
lized in the presence of nitrogen.

C. Subsurface nitrogen

Figure 6 shows a series of TD spectra recorded after the
sample was exposed to 3.63105 L N2 at 450 K. The cover-
age achieved in this case is higher than the coverage ex-
pected from the applied dose according to Fig. 4. This results
from a different position of the sample in the chamber with
respect to the ionization gauge. Spectrum~a! was recorded
directly after the exposure, spectrum~b! was recorded about
20 h later, and spectrum~c! was recorded immediately after
spectrum~b!. The amount of desorbing nitrogen in spectrum
~b! is about 15% of the amount of nitrogen desorbing in
spectrum~a!. The pressure in the chamber between the two
TDS runs was less than 1310210 mbar. At this low pressure
the adsorption of N2 ~sticking coefficients05131026! can
be safely ruled out. The desorbing nitrogen in spectrum~b!
can thus only originate the subsurface region. Spectrum~c!
shows no further trace of nitrogen desorption. Since the ni-
trogen desorption is completed after two TDS runs we con-
clude that the nitrogen was absorbed in the subsurface re-
gion. The amount of nitrogen that desorbs from the
subsurface region is thus the nitrogen of the Na state in spec-
tra ~a! plus the nitrogen from spectra~b!. The ratio between
the amount of subsurface nitrogen and surface nitrogen can
be estimated as 0.33.

This experiment was reproduced with a dose of 4.8
3105 L N2. The existence of subsurface N is further sup-
ported by the HREELS results from Fig. 2. After annealing
to 630 K all nitrogen related losses have disappeared. At this
temperature nitrogen from Ng and Nb states is desorbed but
not from the Na state. The latter state corresponds to subsur-
face nitrogen and, therefore, does not contribute to the
HREELS signal.

D. LEED

Figure 7 shows a sketch of the LEED pattern monitored
after the surface was saturated with chemisorbed nitrogen.
The full circles represent the Ru substrate spots, while the

FIG. 5. TD spectra of mass 2 for the series of nitrogen exposures as indi-
cated. The according HREEL spectra are given in Fig. 1. The TD spectra
were recorded immediately after the HREEL spectra were taken.

FIG. 6. TD spectra of mass 14 after dosing 3.63105 L nitrogen at 450 K to
Ru~101̄0!. Spectrum~a! was taken directly after the exposure, spectrum~b!
was taken 20 h later, spectrum~b! another 30 min later.
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open circles represent the spots originating from the ad-
sorbed nitrogen. The LEED pattern in Fig. 7 can be inter-
preted as a superposition of two domains. The unit cells of
two domains are depicted by the two parallelograms in Fig.
7. The upper pattern can be described by the matrix (2 1

21 1).
Transferring one domain of the LEED pattern into real space
results in the configuration shown in Fig. 8. It is more in-
structive to interpret the observed pattern as a 333 pattern
with nitrogen atoms along one diagonal of the 333 cell. In
the other domain the nitrogen atoms occupy the other diag-
onal of the 333 cell. One domain would give rise to a
coverage ofuN50.33. By TDS measurements we could es-
timate the maximum coverage to beuN50.6. But, as shown
in Sec. III C above, part of the nitrogen is absorbed in the
subsurface region and therefore the amount on the surface,

which generates the LEED pattern, is less thanuN50.6. If
one would assume that nitrogen with a coverage ofuN
50.6 is adsorbed on the surface one would have to add an
additional nitrogen atom in the unit cell. This is not very
likely since there is no hcp threefold-hollow site in the center
of the unit cell.

We have already concluded that 1/3 of the overall
amount of N is in the subsurface region so that the LEED
pattern is generated throughuN50.4, i.e., with about one N
atom per unit cell as depicted in Fig. 8. The nominal cover-
age for this model isuN50.33. The surplus amount of 0.07
may be statistically distributed, increasing the background
intensity but not destroying the LEED pattern.

IV. DISCUSSION

We first discuss the maximum N coverage one can
achieve on the Ru~101̄0! surface. To compare the coverages
of nitrogen on the different surfaces the different size of the
unit cells has to be taken into account. A coverage ofuN
50.4 on Ru~101̄0! corresponds to a density of nitrogen at-
oms of 3.531014 cm22. On Ru~0001! a coverage ofuN
50.25 was achieved by ionization-gauge assisted adsorption
which corresponds to a density of nitrogen atoms of 3.9
31014 cm22. That means that about the same N density can
be prepared by ionization-gauge assisted dissociation on both
surfaces. By dissociation of ammonia, a coverage ofuN
50.38 was achieved on Ru~0001! which gives rise to a den-
sity of 5.831014 cm22. Higher coverages of nitrogen on
Ru~0001! could not be prepared since the decomposition of
ammonia leads to the formation of a NH/N composite phase
for which a coverage ofuN1NH50.47 was found. Since the
ionization-gauge assisted preparation of atomic nitrogen re-
sulted in a coverage below the maximum nitrogen coverage
on Ru~0001!, the same is to be expected for Ru~101̄0!.

We have observed two indications for subsurface nitro-
gen on Ru~101̄0!: ~i! the Na state with the highest thermal
stability is fully developed only after the Nb state has been
substantially populated, and~ii ! additional desorption of ni-
trogen is observed in a second TD spectrum. The diffusion
process of nitrogen from the surface into the subsurface re-
gion is quite different on Ru~101̄0! and Ru~112̄1!. On
Ru~112̄1!, subsurface nitrogen was monitored after exposing
the surface to 6.731010 L N2,

6 the TD spectrum recorded
after the adsorption showed a nitrogen coverage ofuN
50.0028. After this TD spectrum, six TD spectra were re-
corded without reexposing the surface to nitrogen. The total
amount of nitrogen desorbing during these seven TD spectra
revealed a coverage ofuN50.03 which is still only some
percent of a monolayer. On Ru~112̄1! the diffusion out of the
subsurface region is very slow and the amount in this region
is bigger than the amount of nitrogen which desorbs during
the first TD spectra. On Ru~101̄0! the picture is somewhat
different; the subsurface region is emptied after recording the
second TD spectra. The diffusion out of the subsurface re-
gion seems to proceed much faster than on Ru~112̄1!. The
nature of the diffusion into the subsurface region is also
somewhat different. While on Ru~112̄1! the amount of nitro-

FIG. 7. Sketch of the LEED pattern monitored after the surface was satu-
rated with nitrogen. The full circles indicate the substrate spots, while the
open circles indicate the adlayer spots.

FIG. 8. A model of the distribution of the nitrogen atoms within one of the
two domains on the Ru~101̄0! surface infered from the LEED pattern. The
atoms in the uppermost Ru layer are represented by open circles, while the
Ru layer below is shaded. The small black circles indicate the nitrogen
atoms. The surface has two different threefold-hollow, fcc and hcp, sites.
The nitrogen atoms are placed in the hcp site, the threefold fcc site is formed
by one Ru atom in the topmost layer~unshaded! and two Ru atoms in the
layer below~shaded!.
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gen buried in the subsurface region was found to be at least
10 times the amount of nitrogen on the surface, on the
Ru~101̄0! surface the amount of subsurface nitrogen is
smaller than the amount of surface nitrogen. The higher
amount of subsurface nitrogen on Ru~112̄1! might be attrib-
uted to the openness of the Ru~112̄1! surface which exposes
four layers to the vacuum. On Ru~101̄0! only two layers are
exposed to the vacuum.

The HREEL spectra have been largely discussed above
with the exception of the loss at 200 meV which appears
after annealing the sample from 400 to 470 K. Since at this
temperature only N, NH, and perhaps some H are on the
surface, it is plausible that the loss is due to some NxHy

species, most probably due to NH2. We therefore assign the
200 meV loss to thed(NH2) mode. After annealing to 590 K
this mode loses intensity. At the same temperature hydrogen
desorbs from the Ha and Hb states. From the TD spectra of
the hydrogen desorption in Fig. 5 we can estimate the NH2

coverage to beu50.04. This low coverage may explain why
the na(N–H) mode at 416 meV is not visible in Fig. 2. The
thermal stability of NH2 is higher on Ru~101̄0! than on other
Ru surfaces~see Table I!. The reason for the enhanced ther-
mal stability of NH2 on Ru~101̄0! is not clear yet.

The thermal stability of all NHx species on Ru surfaces
is summarized in Table I. The thermal stability of NH3 is
essentially independent of surface morphology. Even on the
highly reactive Ru~112̄1! surface ammonia is stable up to
290 K. The thermal stability of the first reaction intermediate
in the hydrogenation of nitrogen, NH also shows only small
variations in the thermal stability from 400 K on Ru~0001! to
450 K on Ru~101̄0!. The major difference between the three
surfaces with respect to reaction intermediates can be seen in
the thermal decomposition of ammonia. On Ru~0001! am-
monia decomposes only if high doses are applied while the
sample is above the desorption temperature of ammonia,11

on Ru~112̄1! about 25% of a monolayer of ammonia decom-
poses during annealing.17

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that on Ru~101̄0! atomic nitrogen can be
prepared by ionization-gauge assisted adsorption. The stick-
ing coefficient for this process is abouts05131026. The
surface nitrogen species is characterized by two vibrational

modes, the vibration parallel to the surfacen i(Ru–N) at 41
meV and the vibration perpendicular to the surface
n'(Ru–N) at 60 meV. If nitrogen is adsorbed at 300 K,
NH3 is synthesized from N and H. Higher sample tempera-
tures lead to the formation of NH and NH2. NH2 was de-
tected up to the surprisingly high temperature of 590 K. The
TD spectra showed mainly two desorption states due to
chemisorbed atomic nitrogen and nitrogen originating from
the subsurface region. The activation energy for desorption
from the surface is 120610 kJ/mol. At the saturation cover-
age of chemisorbed N (uN50.4) an ordered (2 1

21 1) structure
is formed for which a model withuN50.33 is proposed in
which in N occupies three-fold hcp sites. At the same time
an amount of N equivalent touN50.2 is buried in the sub-
surface region.
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TABLE I. Overview of the thermal stability of the three NHx species on
three different Ru surfaces. The highest temperatures~of a short anneal! at
which the NHx species was observed are given.

Ru~0001! Ru~101̄0! Ru~112̄1!

NH3 300 K ~Ref. 7! 300 K 290 K ~Ref. 17!
NH2 280 K ~Ref. 12! 590 K 340 K ~Ref. 17!
NH 400 K ~Ref. 7! 450 K 420 K ~Ref. 17!
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